The objective of this research is to evaluate whether complex dynamics of urban drainage networks (UDNs) can be expressed in terms of their structure, i.e. topological characteristics. The present study focuses on the application of topological measures for describing the transport and collection functions of UDNs, using eight subnetworks of the Dresden sewer network as study cases. All UDNs are considered as weighted directed graphs, where edge weights correspond to structural and hydraulic pipe characteristics which affect flow. Transport functions are evaluated in terms of travel time distributions (TTDs), under the hypothesis that frequency distributions of Single Destination Shortest Paths (SDSP) of nodes to the outlet had similar shapes than TTDs. Assessment of this hypothesis is done based on two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests and comparisons of statistical moments. Collection analysis, i.e. determination of flow paths, is done based on two approaches: (1) using Edge Betweenness Centrality (EBC), and (2) based on the number of SDSP going through an edge connecting a node to the outlet, referred as Paths. Hydrodynamic simulation results are used to validate the outcomes of graph analysis with actual flow behaviors. Results indicate that given an appropriate edge weighting factor, in this case Residence Time, SDSP has the potential to be used as an indicator for flow transport in UDNs. Moreover, both EBC and Paths values were highly correlated to average flows. The first approach, however, proved to be inadequate for estimating flows near the outlet but appropriate for identifying different paths in meshed systems, while the second approach lead to better results in branched networks. Further studies regarding the influence of UDNs layout are needed.
Introduction
Over the past several years, there has been an increasing use of graph theory for analyzing various natural, human and technological complex real-world systems. Within this approach, concepts and methodologies from graph theory, the study of mathematical structures formed by pairwise relations between objects (Elsner et al. 2009 ), are applied to understand the structural characteristics, similarities, patterns and scaling laws of different networks (Barabási and Albert 1999) . Examples can be found in several fields,
Materials and methods

Graph representation of UDNs and their properties
Given that UDNs are generally gravity driven systems that collect and convey wastewater into a specific outlet, they are considered and analyzed as Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs), where the edges correspond to pipe sections, while the nodes are the junctions between them, usually represented as manholes. Furthermore, wastewater flow through the network strongly depends on several characteristics of pipe sections. Based on this, the influences of 3 structural properties, Length, Diameter and Slope; and 3 hydraulic factors, Velocity, Friction Losses and Residence Time, are considered. Those factors are included as edge weights for all network analysis. Since the scope of the study is to analyze the influence of structural properties on the function of UDNs, hydraulic factors are expressed in terms of structural properties of the pipes. As a result, the following weights are used:
-W1: Length of the pipe section, in meters [m] .
-W2: 1/Diameter. Inverse values of this factor are used in order to account for preferential water pathways through pipes with larger diameters. It is measured in [m − 1 ].
-W3: 1/Slope. Inverse percentage values are used to account preferential pathways through steeper pipes.
-W4: 1/Velocity, measured then in m − 1 × s. This hydraulic property is expressed in terms of structural characteristics, specifically as:
This relationship is obtained based on the Manning formula for water flow in open channels and partially filled pipes. Furthermore, inverse values are also used to account for preferential flow paths.
-W5: Friction Losses, expressed as the ratio between Length and Diameter. This factor is derived based on the Darcy-Weisbach equation for head loss in pipes.
-W6: Residence time, i.e. time water spends to flow through a pipe section, measured in seconds [s]. Since it corresponds to the ratio between pipe length and flow velocity, it is derived based on W1 and W4 as follows:
-W7: Unweighted edges, i.e. all edges have a weight of 1.
The different weighting factors are used for all analyses in order to assess their influence on the efficiency that topological measures may have for describing the transport and collection functions in UDNs. In other words, they are used to evaluate which structural property (Length, Diameter or Slope) or which combination of them (i.e. the hydraulic factors) is more appropriate to use as an edge weight, in order to better represent functional properties of UDNs in terms of topological measures. This allows to determine what is the minimum structural information required to understand the UDNs functions based on network analysis.
Functional analysis
Wastewater transport
Transport in drainage networks, such as rivers and sewers, is traditionally represented with the travel time distribution (TTD), i.e. the frequency distribution of times required for a water volume to reach the outlet from any point of the network (McDonnell et al. 2010; Kaeseberg et al. 2018) . Previous studies such as Seo and Schmidt (2014) , have suggested that the frequency distribution of Euclidean distances along the network to its outlet, referred typically as the Width Function, has a similar shape as the TTD. With appropriate scaling, travel times can then be derived by using the Width Functions. In this context, it is hypothesized that geodesic distances, i.e. the minimum length of a shortest path connecting two nodes in a network (Bouttier et al. 2003) , could be used in a similar manner. Since UDNs are considered as weighted directed graphs, such lengths correspond to the sum of edge weights. It is then assumed that the frequency distribution of graph distances between any node in the network and the outlet can be interpreted as a Width Function, and hence used to derive the TTDs in urban drainage systems. Geodesic distances are obtained using Dijkstra's algorithm (Dijkstra 1959) for Single Destination Shortest Paths (SDSP).
To test the hypothesis that travel times and SDSP to the network's outlet have similar shapes, i.e. similar distributions, two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests (Kolmogorv 1933) are applied to compare the cumulative frequencies of SDSP and TTDs for all different weights and for each network. Furthermore, the three first moments (mean, variance and skewness) are also analyzed. All distributions are normalized by their maximum values to avoid any influence of an unknown scaling factor.
Hydrodynamic simulations using the EPA Storm Water Management Model (Rossman 2015) are used to derive the TTDs of each network. This is done following a similar procedure as described in Kaeseberg et al. (2018) , based on a 2-min Dirac pulse of a virtual tracer during the daily flow peak (around midday) in all the spatially distributed wastewater inflows. The resulting flow and concentration signals at each network's outlet are combined to obtain pollutographs and then normalized by the total tracer mass to obtain the TTDs.
Wastewater collection
The function of conveying and collecting water in drainage networks is represented by the presence of flow paths. In rivers, such pathways are generally determined based on the Horton-Strahler Order, a numerical measure of the networks branching complexity (Strahler 1957) . Several studies have applied this ordering scheme in real and virtual sewer systems (Cantone and Schmidt 2011a; Cantone and Schmidt 2011b; Sitzenfrei et al. 2013; Yang et al. 2017 ). However, this measure was developed for branching networks (rivers), where only one main flow path exists. Determining the drainge pathways of UDNs based on Horton-Strahler ordering can be challenging and complex since their layout is more heterogeneous, mixing both grid and tree-like configurations.
Two graph-based approaches for determining the wastewater flow pathways in UDNs are tested. In the first case, wastewater flow is considered as the "information" of the network, and therefore it was assumed that edges where more information is conveyed and collected, should correspond to links with higher Edge Betweenness Centrality (EBC), i.e. edges with a higher number of shortest paths connecting any pair of nodes ("all-to-all") in the network (Girvan and Newman 2002). On the other hand, in the second approach it is hypothesized that flow quantities in each edge are directly proportional to the number of SDSP passing through such edge, here simply referred as Paths, connecting any node to the outlet ("all-toone"). In order to test both approaches daily average wastewater flows (Q dw ) of each edge are compared with the corresponding EBC values and number of Paths for all study cases and using the different weights. Comparisons are made based on Pearson's correlation coefficients. Note that the Q dw values are calculated based on 7-days hydrodynamic simulations during dry-weather, i.e. in periods with no rain events, and modelled as steady state flow conditions.
Case studies
Availability of structural data of UDNs is often limited due to security reasons or privatization of the information. Moreover, adequate data for the proper development of hydrodynamic models, e.g. flow measurements in the system, is often missing. Based on the available information, 8 subnetworks of the Dresden sewer system are analyzed. All networks are characterized by one destination node, representing the outfall to a central collection system that is connected to the wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) of Dresden. As can be seen in Table 1 , not only their size, represented by the number of nodes and the total sewer length, but also their corresponding drainage area and mean daily wastewater flow (Q dw ) covers typical ranges of urban subcatchments. Furthermore, their layout is also heterogeneous, as can be seen from Fig. 1 and their Meshness values, i.e. a measure to quantify how close an UDN structure resembles a tree-graph layout (0%) or a grid-like pattern (100%). The values are derived based on the methodology proposed by Reyes-Silva et al. (2019.) . For example, the networks N3 and N5 have a layout more similar to a branching system, i.e. low Meshness, while N4 has a more grid-like configuration (higher Meshness degree).
Moreover, calibrated hydrologic-hydraulic models are available for these subnetworks, allowing to validate results from the complex network analysis in terms of actual flow behavior in the drainage networks. Additional information regarding these reference systems can be found in Kaeseberg et al. (2018) . Although the hydrodynamic models are only used here to obtain daily average dry-weather flows (Q dw ), their availability offers the possibility for future analysis regarding the role of structure on transport and collections functions under more complex and dynamic processes, e.g. influence of daily flow variations or heterogeneous rain events.
Results and discussion
Wastewater transport
The different cumulative frequencies of the calculated shortest paths and simulated travel times can be seen in Fig. 2 . It is found that in the networks N2, N5 and N8, TTDs are significantly similar to SDSP distributions when using Residence Time (W6) as weighting factor (significance level α = 0.01). Similar results are obtained for N2 and N5 when using Friction Losses (W5), and for N2 and N4 when using the inversed pipe diameter (W2) as edge weights. Furthermore, significant results using W1 (pipe length) were reported only for N1. For other weight and network combinations, there is no statistical evidence to suggest that TTD and SDSP have similar probability distributions.
In general, all analyzed networks SDSP distributions show higher mean values than the corresponding TTDs. Nonetheless, when using W5 and W6 as edge weighting factors the mean values of both distributions are relatively similar for the networks N2, N5, N6, N7 and N8. The variances of the SDSP distributions are always higher than those of the TTDs for all networks, regardless of the edge weight used. Regrading skewness, results indicate that for all analyzed networks TTDs are highly positively skewed (i.e. with values greater than 1), except for N1 and N6 which are found to be moderately skewed (0.68 and 0.96 respectively). The SDSP distributions similarly show highly and/or moderate right skewed behavior is observed for almost all edge weights, except for W3 and W7, which yield negatively skewed distributions. Using W6 leads to better results, i.e. a similar skewness between travel times and SDSP distributions, for networks N2, N5, N7 and N8. For detailed information regarding the results of the statistical moments for all SDSP distributions and TTDs in each network see Additional file 1: Data S1.
Based on the previous results, Residence Time (W6) is identified as the most appropriate edge weighting factor for the description of TTDs in terms of SDSP distributions. This result suggests that the minimum structural information required to understand the UDNs transport function based on network analysis methodologies (i.e. distribution of SDSP to the outlet), is the slope, diameter and length of each pipe section.
Note that these results are obtained based on normalized distributions, therefore the means and standard deviations of the real SDSP distributions using W6 (referred to as SDSP-W6) and TTDs for all networks are compared to better understand the validity of the previous results. As shown in Fig. 3 , the mean values of SDSP-W6 are in general lower than in the TTDs, except for N3 and N7, where the graph-based approach results in mean values that are 3.3 and 1.6 times higher than those of the TTDs, respectively. The standard deviations of the SDSP distributions are higher for more than half of the analyzed networks. Direct consequences of these results are that using SDSP-W6 to analyze the transport function will lead to faster and more disperse responses in comparison to the calculated travel times from the hydrodynamic simulations. Lower mean values indicate that water takes less time on average to reach the outlet from any point of the network, and higher standard deviations, thus higher variances, lead to a wider spread of the data. Extreme values, i.e. longer and shorter travel times, are then overestimated.
Nevertheless, SDSP-W6 can be used as a potential indicator for flow transport in UDNs. In fact, fast responses are associated to high flow conditions in the systems, e.g. during precipitation events when high amounts of stormwater enter the system. Based on this, results may indicate that SDSP-W6 could have the potential of representing travel times during rain events, and not during dry-weather conditions, thus explaining the difference between the moments of SDSP-W6 and TTDs in this study. A potential reason for this relies on the approach used to calculate the velocities (W4), and hence the residence times (W6) in the edges. During dry-weather conditions, wastewater level in pipes is considerably lower than the maximum available depth (i.e. diameter), even during daily peak flow conditions. Assuming that the velocities in each edge are proportional to their diameter (see section 2.2) and not a fraction of it, leads to the estimation of discharge rates during full pipe flow conditions, i.e. at the maximum flow. It is then hypothesized that, given the appropriate scaling factor, SDSP-W6 could be used to derive the different travel times during different discharge conditions. For this purpose, further studies regarding, for example, the impacts of diurnal flow variations or different rain intensities are needed. Some rain events might lead to overflow events or pressurized conditions in some pipes which may heavily affect flow velocities and hence travel times. In order to have a robust representation of the transport function it is necessary then to further analyze how these events affect travel times and furthermore how can this be represented from a network perspective.
Although SDSP-W6 shows promising results, the approach for calculating the residence time requires further improvements to have a robust indicator of travel times in UDNs. The fact that using W6 in networks N1, N3 and N5 results in higher frequencies of smaller travel times, while W1 (Length) reported better outcomes (see Fig. 2) , suggests that the current approach overestimates the velocities in the systems. In fact, W6 is obtained based on the ratio between W1 and W4, hence smaller travel times are caused by higher velocities. The networks N1, N3 and N5 are particularly sensitive to this, since they are flat networks, i.e. the mean slopes are smaller than 1% (see Table 1 ) and are therefore associated with lower flow velocities during dry-weather conditions. On the other hand, the current study does not consider the presence of offsets, i.e. when the connection between two or more pipes occur at different elevations. Those can be decisive factors for determining actual flow paths in the network and hence for the estimation of travel times. Including the presence of offsets, either as an additional edge weight or a condition for connectivity, could improve the results obtained using SDSP-W6.
Wastewater collection
EBC approach
A positive correlation between EBC and Q dw is found for all networks, and for all different edge weights. High correlation values, i.e. bigger than 0.7, are reported for almost all networks, the only exception is N5 with correlation coefficients smaller than 0.61. For detailed information see Additional file 1: Data S2. Furthermore, no strong influence of the different edge weighting factors on the results is identified. This result suggests that to understand the UDNs collection function based on network analysis methodologies, in this case EBC, no structural information is required. In other words, edge weights are not needed for this type of analysis.
A closer analysis of the relationship between EBC and Q dw reveals hysteretic behavior between the two variables, regardless of the edge weighting factor used. An example of this can be seen in Fig. 4 , which illustrates the relationship between EBC using Residence Time as a weight (EBC-RT) and the normalized daily average dry-weather flows (Qdw n ) for all networks. Flow values are normalized by the maximum average discharge in the system, i.e. at flow at the outlet, in order to facilitate comparisons among the networks. As can be seen in Fig. 4 , in all analyzed UDNs flow initially increases proportionally to EBC, however, after a certain threshold higher discharges are related to lower EBC values. The reason for this is that EBC quantifies the number of possible shortest paths passing through an edge connecting any pair of nodes. Hence for links closer to the outlet, i.e. pipes with higher flows, the EBC is lower since the number of possible shortest paths decreases. This is due to the fact that, for historical and topographical reasons, destination nodes such as WWTPs are usually located on the outskirts of cities and not in the topological center, which leads to an inverse relationship between flow and EBC.
The use of EBC for analyzing wastewater flow accumulation in UDNs is therefore not recommended, particularly for pipe sections close to the network's outlet. Nevertheless, it is hypothesized that this topological measure could have other applications in terms of flow accumulation analysis in UDNs. For a given network, edges with higher EBC values can be interpreted as "bridges" between different components of the system (Lu and Zhang 2013) . In the case of UDNs, pipe sections with higher EBC values would then correspond to locations where different subnetworks are connected to each other or to the main drainage system. Identifying such critical pipes could, for example, provide the basis for vulnerability and robustness analysis in terms of the disconnection from the WWTP (outlet), and hence the loss of efficiency of wastewater collection and treatment. Figure 5 and Additional file 1: Data S2 present the results of the paths approach, considering the shortest paths from all nodes to one destination node (all-to-one). In comparison with the previous EBC approach (all-to-all), a more linear tendency and no hysteretic behavior are identified, leading also to higher correlation coefficients, on average approximately 0.91 for all networks and for all different edge weighting factors, which again do not show a strong influence on the results. As for the EBC approach, this result suggests that edge weights are not necessary for this type of analysis.
Paths approach
The influence of network layout, however, becomes evident. In networks were only one possible pathway from each node to the outlet exist, i.e. in branched networks such as N3, a single linear relationship between flow and the number of shortest paths crossing the edge is observed. On the contrary, in more meshed systems, e.g. N2 or N4, the presence of multiple flow paths connecting a node to the outlet leads to more complex relationships between paths and flow. These results suggest that although the current graph-based approach is able to approximate the flow pattern in UDNs quite accurately, further analysis of the influence of node connectivity on wastewater quantities are needed. This includes, for example, the consideration of the spatial heterogeneity of dry-weather inflows.
Furthermore, although the current approach focused on the determination of flow paths during dry-weather conditions, the results may also apply, to a certain extent, for the analysis of the flow accumulation function during rain events, i.e. during wet-weather conditions. Sewer systems are generally designed to collect the stormwater produced by recurrent rain events, i.e. events with intensities and durations with a probability of occurrence of typically once every 2 to 5 years (DWA-A118 2006) . During rain events with small and medium intensities, the flow regime in the system does not significantly change then in comparison to the dry-weather conditions. In these conditions, the results obtained in the present study can be applied to analyze the collection function during wet-weather conditions. However, there are limitations regarding further extrapolation of these results when analyzing the behavior under intense rainfall events. The large volumes of stormwater entering the system can cause either backflow and/or the activation of combined sewer overflows due to pipe overloading, thus leading to the generation of new flow paths. Although these new water pathways are temporarily, they can have a strong impact on the wastewater quantities in the system. It is then recommended that the analysis of UDNs flow accumulation function during wet-weather conditions using the current graph-based approach should consider the influence of potential new pathways during intense rain events.
Applications
This study focuses on multiple urban drainage subnetworks with contributing areas smaller than 10 km 2 . For such small UDNs, local structural differences (like the ones analyzed here) play a key role on the development of complex and dynamic processes that occur during wet-weather conditions, e.g. pipe surcharge, manhole flooding or the activation of combined sewer overflows due to pipe overloading. Such phenomena may have different adverse impacts not only in terms of public health and environmental pollution, but also with regard to structural damages of the drainage system.
In this context, the proposed approaches have the potential to be used for analyzing the influence of subnetwork variability on the occurrence of such events, and hence identify relevant components or strategies for the reduction of adverse effects. Furthermore, the presented methodologies can also be used for the functional analysis of large scale UDNs, i.e. at city level. It should be noted, however, that with increasing size, local differences may play a smaller role, as flows toward the outlet (e.g. WWTP) are aggregated.
Summary and conclusions
The current study focused on the application of topological measures for describing the main functional properties of urban drainage networks (UDNs), specifically wastewater collection and transport, during normal operational conditions, i.e. during dry-weather conditions. As a study case, 8 subnetworks of the Dresden sewer system were used. The underlying objective of this research was to evaluate whether complex dynamics of UDNs can be expressed in terms of their structure, i.e. topological characteristics. All analyzed UDNs were considered as Directed Acyclic Graphs. Furthermore, 3 structural and 3 hydraulic pipe properties influencing wastewater flow were included as edge weighting factors. This was done to assess which structural information is required in order to analyze functional properties of UDNs from a complex network perspective. Results from 7-days hydrodynamic simulations during dry-weather conditions (no rain events) for each UDN were used to compare the outcomes of the graph analysis with actual behaviors in the systems.
Results indicate that with an appropriate edge weighting factor, in this case Residence Time (W6), the topological measure of Single Destination Shortest Paths (SDSP) to the network's outlet has the potential to be used as an indicator for flow transport in UDNs. For half of the networks, using W6 as edge weighting factor, the normalized SDSP frequency distributions were significantly similar to the normalized travel time distributions, based on two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests, but with different statistical moments. Consequently, the network responses (i.e. travel times) were found to be faster and more disperse than the ones obtained from hydrodynamic simulations. Based on these results, it is then hypothesized that the current graph-based approach also represents travel times during high flow conditions, e.g. during rain events, and therefore an appropriate scaling of the edge weights is needed to better represent the dry-weather conditions. This, however, has yet to be tested. Furthermore, improvements regarding the estimation of the residence time as the edge weighting factor, such as a more accurate estimation of flow velocities and integrating the presence of offsets, are required to obtain a robust and more realistic representation of travel times.
Regarding the functional analysis of flow accumulation, i.e. the determination of flow paths in the networks, two approaches were tested: one based on Edge Betweenness Centrality (EBC), and one based on the number of SDSP going through an edge connecting a node to the outlet, referred here as Paths. Results of the first approach suggest that although relatively high correlations between EBC and wastewater flow values where found, this topological metric is not a good indicator of wastewater flow quantities in UDNs, particularly for pipe sections near the network's outlet. On the contrary, results of the second approach showed a clear linear trend between average flows and the Paths, with correlation coefficients higher than 0.8 for all networks. While the correlations were highest for mostly branched network topologies, more than one linear relationship was identified in networks with more grid-like layout, attributed to the presence of multiple flow pathways. In this context, the EBC approach seemed to yield a better fit for identifying the different wastewater paths in meshed systems, since it considers all possible shortest paths passing through an edge. On the other hand, the
